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Foreword
n gũ g ĩ  wa  t h i o n g’o

Th e popu lar African proverb that  until the lions have their storytellers, the 
story of the hunt  will always glorify the hunter, applies to the two connected 
binaries of the colonizer and the colonized, the oppressor and the op-
pressed. Telling tales is part of the  whole realm of a  people, any  people, 
naming the world. To name is also to claim a par tic u lar relationship to the 
named. Language is a vast system of naming the world, which expresses 
that community’s total relationship to their environment, their economic 
activities, their po liti cal and social relations, and ultimately their view of 
themselves in the world.

Oppressors and their oppressing system understand that it is not enough 
for them to seize  people’s land, impose their rule, but they go further and 
control the culture and the value system of the conquered. Economic and 
po liti cal control are incomplete without cultural control. Th e entire edifi ce 
of economic, po liti cal, and cultural control remains shaky without control 
of the mind of the conquered. Hence, in history, the conqueror has always 
felt it imperative to control the mind of the conquered. Th e easiest route to 
that conquest is language. Colonization of a  people’s naming system is an 
integral part of an oppressing system.

Th e story of Hawaiian is the strug gle of many marginalized languages in 
the world  today, which have been buried  under or sidelined by conscious 
laws and education programs. Prior to conquest and annexation, Hawaiian 
had been the root center of Hawaiian being. But from 1898 to 1978, it was 
pushed to the margins through laws banning it and educational programs 
that forcibly put En glish at the center. But Hawaiian orature survived the 
onslaught: so also some of the writings in the language.

Re sis tance to oppression includes reclaiming a  people’s land, politics, 
and culture, for economic and po liti cal liberation can never be complete 
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without the cultural. Th e strug gle for their own language is central to the 
entire enterprise. And once again the fi ght- back spirit of the Hawaiian cul-
ture has ensured the survival and even re nais sance of the language. Th e ex-
cavation of the intellectual history produced in the language is an integral 
part of the strug gle for its continued being.

One of the ways in which suppressed languages are marginalized is by 
convincing its users that it is not an adequate basis for intellectual produc-
tion. Hence the importance of this work: Th e Power of the Steel-Tipped Pen. 
Th e two Josephs, Kānepu‘u and Poepoe, produced ideas in Hawaiian. Th is 
book ensures that the young generation has something concrete to help 
them feel connected to a rich intellectual ancestry.

But the work as a  whole has a resonance that goes well beyond Hawai‘i to 
other areas in the world where a  people are still struggling to decolonize 
their minds. It is a welcome addition to the global movement for the de-
colonization of languages and the minds.

When the dispossessed fi  nally get their storytellers and their own work-
ers in ideas, then the story of the strug gle  will fi  nally glorify the  people’s 
heroism and their re sis tance spirit. Th eir language becomes the center from 
which to connect with other languages and cultures.

Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o is Distinguished Professor of En glish and Comparative 
Lit er a ture at the University of California, Irvine. His 1984 book, Decolonizing the 
Mind, has become a standard text in decolonial studies and theory.
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ke au hawaiʻi

Auē nā aliʻi ē O my chiefs
O ke au i hala Of  times past, I feel your presence

 even more now
E nānā mai iā mākou To see and observe us
Nā pulapula o nei au e holo nei Th  e sons and  daughters of 

 this current time
E ala mai kākou e nā kini, Let us rise up, o multitudes, 
 mamo o ka ā̒ina aloha descendants of the beloved
  ā̒ina
Aloha wale ia ā̒ina,  I am moved deeply with concern
 ko kākou kahua for the ā̒ina, our true 

 foundation
Auē ka ʻiliʻili ē i ka hoʻopuehu We grieve the  little stones that 
 ʻia nei  are being scattered
E paepae hou ʻia ka pōhaku Th e large stones must be reset 
 i pa a̒ maila  in place so that a new
 ke kahua hale hou house foundation is completed
No kākou e nā pua e hoʻolulu ai For us, the  children, to fi nd
  security in
E ala e ka ʻĪ, ka Mahi, ka Palena Rise up, families of the ʻĪ, the Mahi,
  the Palena
I mua a loa a̒ ka lei o ka lanakila. Go forward  until we gain the lei 
  of victory.

— Larry Kauanoe Kimura



Introduction

We, as Native Hawaiians, must continue to unveil the knowledge of our ancestors. Let 
us interpret for ourselves who our ancestors are, how they thought, and why they made 
certain decisions. In the pro cess, we treat them with honor, dignity, love, and re spect.

pualani kanakaʻole kanahele

Th e main purpose of this book is to further the proj ect of mapping Kanaka 
Hawaiʻi (Native Hawaiian) intellectual history. How can we know that our 
ancestors  were (are) intellectual beings, and know more specifi cally in whose 
path we are now following? Fortunately, our ancestors took  great pains to 
write down our moʻolelo; lyric, epic, and other forms of poetry; po liti cal 
and economic analyses of their times; interpretations of their ancestors’ 
philosophies, histories, and oral lit er a tures; and so on.

As we read what they wrote, which is overwhelmingly in their native 
language, ‘ōlelo Hawaiʻi, we inevitably gain an appreciation of the depth of 
their thought and their artistic genius. As Pualani Kanahele articulates in 
the epigraph, when we do this work of interpretation, we honor and re spect 
our ancestors. We are also then able to consciously continue distinctive 
Kanaka thought and intellectual production. Th is book, then, mainly con-
sists of reading the works of our ancestors, concentrating on the writing 
 careers of two men. Th e fi rst, Joseph Hoʻona a̒uao Kānepuʻu, was a school-
teacher from Kalawao, Molokai, who lived his adult life on O a̒hu and con-
tributed a wide variety of writing to Hawaiian- language newspapers. He 
was a strong advocate for the newspapers, the native language, and native 
ontologies and epistemologies. He published between about 1856 and 1883. 
Th e second is Joseph Mokuʻōhai Poepoe, who was an attorney, writer, edi-
tor, and politician from Kohala, Hawaiʻi, who also lived his adult life in the 
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capital of Honolulu. He published in the Hawaiian- language newspapers, 
starting with translations of Eu ro pean tales, from about 1870 to 1913.

Th e study of  these authors— a concentrated reading of their works— 
forms part of the resurgence of a Hawaiian world, working  toward a hege-
mony of Hawaiian ways in Hawaiʻi nei. What I mean by resurgence is our 
creation of a world in which we speak, write, and compose in our native lan-
guage; take care of our ā̒ina (land) and  waters; reinvoke and appreciate our 
native deities; and live (at least mentally)  free from the destructive settler 
colonialism in which we now fi nd ourselves. Th is is inspired by Taiaiake Al-
fred’s work on Onkwehonwe (Mohawk): “It is time for our  people to live 
again. [Th is means] a living commitment to meaningful change in our lives 
and to transforming society by recreating our existences, regenerating our 
cultures, and surging against the forces that keep us bound to our colonial 
past.”1

Th ousands of  people are creating or regenerating a more Hawaiian world 
for us and our descendants to live in. Hawaiians all over Hawaiʻi (and other 
places to a lesser extent) are opening or reopening loʻi and planting kalo with 
other native plants, using diverse cropping as our ancestors did; learning, 
speaking, and teaching ʻōlelo Hawaiʻi; creating master’s and PhD programs 
in Hawaiian language and Hawaiian studies; writing master’s  theses, disserta-
tions, books, and newspaper columns in ō̒lelo Hawaiʻi; composing Kanaka 
language- and culture- based  music; broadcasting Hawaiian  music shows with 
all commentary in ō̒lelo Hawai‘i; broadcasting news in ō̒lelo Hawai‘i; build-
ing, consecrating, and voyaging on wa a̒ (vessels oft en misnamed canoes) 
that are inspired by ancient forms; founding, administering, teaching in, or 
attending native Hawaiian culture– based charter schools; rebuilding our an-
cestors’ fi shponds; making and using fi shing nets in the styles of our ances-
tors; learning, dancing, and teaching hula and all the art forms associated 
with hula; participating in makahiki and other ceremonies and festivals; and 
so on. Separately,  these are coincidental initiatives that satisfy vari ous desires 
to make life better for specifi c segments of our lāhui ( people; nation); to-
gether they function as a network of signifi cant sites in which to live native 
lives: to be educated, work, speak, have a spiritual life, be an artist, grow one’s 
food, sail the oceans, be entertained, contribute po liti cally, and so forth, in 
native rather than the foreign hegemonic ways that have been imposed on us 
for too long. A child can conceivably now receive an education from a Hawai-
ian immersion preschool in Pūnana Leo to a PhD in programs conducted in 
Hawaiian or which are Hawaiian- centered, and spend her spare time in voy-
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aging, loʻi farming, hula, or other Hawaiian arts, and, thus, while still sur-
rounded by a hegemonic American culture, live a life that is substantially 
based in Hawaiian culture.

Th is book is my contribution to this resurgence: it is intended to dem-
onstrate the full and dynamic intellectual lives that our recent ancestors 
(ca. 1856 to 1913) lived, many as public intellectuals, producing and engag-
ing lit er a ture and politics in their own native language. It is crucial that in 
addition to reestablishing our self- suffi  ciency, spirituality, and art forms, we 
reclaim our history of intellectual eff orts and accomplishment. We must do 
the hard work of both reading our ancestors’ writing in our heritage lan-
guage and also analyzing our ancestors’ places in our history.

Th e method that I used to do this began with collecting every thing I 
could that each of  these authors wrote. Th e thousands of pages of Hawaiian- 
language newspapers have never been indexed, and at the time I began the 
research, only a portion of them had been digitized, and a much smaller 
portion had been ocr’d so that they  were searchable. Th us, it was necessary 
to fi rst determine which newspapers each author worked for and published 
in, then go through  those page by page to pull out the news reports, histories, 
geographies, mele (songs and poetry), mo o̒lelo (narratives), and letters they 
contributed. From that collection, I compiled biblio graphies and, from  there, 
I read. In order to understand what I was reading, I also read the works around 
them, the day- to- day politics of each paper, the debates and outright fi ghts 
between editors and writers at diff  er ent papers, and the trea sures their fellow 
contributors published. I researched the editors and publishers of each of the 
papers to get a sense of the po liti cal and cultural landscape of the time.

Both of the authors studied in this book  were committed to recording 
and interpreting not only the wisdom of their ancestors, but also their own 
po liti cal and cultural circumstances. Th ey needed to set down in print their 
engagement with the intellectual traditions of ancestors of previous eras 
and they needed to analyze their world, and thereby not only describe what 
Hawaiian intellectual life is or was, but to live it. Our intellectual engage-
ment is part of our specifi cally Hawaiian ontology, our way of being in the 
world. Th is ontology is not and has never been static but is constantly 
formed in relation to our ā̒ina and our ancestors.

Th e two very diff  er ent men in this study wrote within diff  er ent contexts. 
Nevertheless, I found some similarities in their motivations for writing and 
publishing and commonalities in their philosophies. First is a deeply ingrained 
commitment to our  people and land: aloha ‘āina; second, ac cep tance of the 
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kuleana to teach through writing and publishing; and, third, an ethic and 
orientation to the world I am calling mo o̒kū a̒uhau consciousness. I  will now 
briefl y describe  these terms.

Aloha ā̒ina is a central ideology for our ancestors that is striking in the 
works of both Kānepuʻu and Poepoe and also in our current movement(s) of 
resurgence. Aloha ā̒ina is a complex concept that includes recognizing that 
we are an integral part of the ̒ āina and the ̒ āina is an integral part of us. Part of 
that is a regenerated belief in our ancestors’ cosmogonies, which include 
mo o̒lelo, mo o̒kū a̒uhau (genealogies), and mele koʻihonua (genealogical 
chants) that tell us that the earth is Papahānaumoku, the expanse of the sky is 
Wākea, and that among their  children and descendants are the kalo, Hāloa, 
and his younger  brother Hāloa, the fi rst  human being. Within this idea of 
aloha ā̒ina is the concept of kino lau, or multiple physical bodies of spirits. 
Such spirits may include that of individual  humans; a̒umākua, ancestors 
whose spirits  were transformed into specifi c animals or ele ments; and akua 
(deities or other spirits), who may manifest in animals, plants, or ele ments 
such as rain, rainbows, clouds, volcanic fi re, and so on. Our familial relation-
ships to  these beings are part of our feeling and our ethic of aloha ā̒ina.

Kekuewa Kikiloi summarizes the importance of aloha ā̒ina to the well- 
being of the lāhui Hawaiʻi:

Hawaiian well- being is tied fi rst and foremost to a strong sense of cul-
tural identity that links  people to their homeland. At the core of this 
profound connection is the deep and enduring sentiment of aloha 
ā̒ina, or love for the land. . . .  Th e ā̒ina sustains our identity, continu-

ity, and well- being as a  people. . . .  Place names are impor tant cultural 
signatures  etched into the Hawaiian landscape and are embedded 
with traditional histories and stories that document how our ances-
tors felt about a par tic u lar area, its features, or phenomena. Th ey help 
to transform once- empty geographic spaces into cultural places en-
riched with meaning and signifi cance. . . .  Th e concept of aloha ̒ āina is 
one of  great antiquity that originates from the ancient traditions con-
cerning the genealogy and formation of the Hawaiian Archipelago.2

Aloha ā̒ina, moreover, is an impor tant po liti cal concept. It includes the ku-
leana to mālama or care for the ̒ āina. Kuleana encompasses right, authority, 
and responsibility, and it suggests a familial relationship.3  Because we are 
not in charge of our own lands  today, we are forced to strug gle po liti cally on 
many fronts: we must defend our ā̒ina from further encroachment; try to 
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win back ̒ āina lost in the past; regain and protect our fresh and ocean  waters; 
stop the desecration of places like Mauna a Wākea (Mauna Kea); and pro-
tect our ancestral remains. Working for the in de pen dence of Hawaiʻi from 
US control is one way this has been expressed in recent years.

Aloha ā̒ina is a concept that must be taught. Just as our ancestors felt that 
ō̒pio (youth) of their day needed to be taught aloha ā̒ina, we must continue 

to teach it. It is neither an instinctive knowledge nor an essentialist quality. 
On January 6, 1893, one week before the overthrow of Liliʻuokalani’s govern-
ment by a conspiracy of missionary sons and the US Consul, in the preface 
to the mo o̒lelo of Hiʻiakaikapoliopele, John E. Bush wrote,

Aole he loihi o ka noho ana o ka lahui a nalo aku mai ke ao, ke 
hoomaloka a hoopoina lakou i ka hiipoi ana me na ohohia nui i na 
moolelo a me na mele o na ano a pau, a kamailio mau imua o ka poe 
opio i kumu e mau ai na hooipo a me na li’a ana o ka naau o ke kanaka 
i ke aloha aina mamuli o ka hooni ana o na moolelo a me na mele e 
pili ana i kona one hanau, na wahi pana, a me na hana kaulana a kona 
mau kupuna.4

It is not long before a  people  will dis appear from sight should they 
disbelieve and forget to cherish with enthusiasm the moʻolelo and 
mele of  every kind, and discuss them in the presence of young  people 
as a foundation to perpetuate the love and desire of  people for aloha 
ā̒ina based on the stirring nature of the moʻolelo and mele about 

their birth sands, the storied places, and the famous deeds of their 
ancestors.

Bush thus explic itly describes aloha ā̒ina as something to be cultivated in 
young  people for our continuation and, I would add, resurgence as a lāhui. 
It is through lit er a ture that Bush (and Pa a̒luhi, his coauthor) deci ded to 
perpetuate the love and desire for ʻāina that is aloha ʻāina. While some, 
perhaps many, stories  were being told in homes and enacted in hula per for-
mances, published lit er a ture provided an additional vehicle for aloha 
ʻāina, one that assisted in teaching and perpetuating it in a diff  er ent and 
diff erently enduring way.

In the analyses of lit er a ture in this book, aloha ā̒ina is apparent in such 
literary devices as ō̒lelo no e̒au (proverbs and poetical sayings), where many, 
if not most, poetical sayings draw upon characteristics of the land, its plants, 
animals, ele ments, and place names to cleverly mask and reveal multiple 
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meanings. Th e Kanaka geographer Kapā Oliveira explains, “ Because place 
names are so closely tied to our kūpuna and the ā̒ina, place names play a 
signifi cant role in narrating our identity.”5 She goes on to explain that “place 
names are the words of our ancestors. Each time we recite a place name, we 
are quoting our kūpuna.  Th ose  things that our kūpuna did not tell us while 
they  were alive are embedded in the place names, orature and physical pres-
ence of the land.” 6

Kānepuʻu and Poepoe, along with Bush and Pa a̒luhi and the other an-
cestors in our intellectual history, saw themselves as teachers. Th ey took 
opportunities within their narratives to provide information about the 
ā̒ina, such as place names, and to explain ʻōlelo no e̒au, history, and geogra-

phy. Th ey also taught through their works how to unravel kaona (discussed 
below), how to read ancient mele, and so forth. Poepoe was also committed 
to teaching the law to  those who  were monolingual in Hawaiian.

 Th ese commitments characterize a certain mode of thought and action 
that I am calling mo o̒kū a̒uhau (genealogical) consciousness. Kānepuʻu and 
Poepoe (among many  others) thought about the Kanaka descendants of the 
twenty- fi rst  century, and they wrote with us in mind. Th ey drew on their 
ancestral knowledge and accepted and carried out the kuleana to rec ord it so 
that Kānaka in their own time(s) as well as in the distant  future would ben-
efi t from it.  Here I build on much recent work that highlights the impor-
tance of mo o̒kū a̒uhau for our lāhui. In her groundbreaking 1992 book, 
Lilikalā Kameʻeleihiwa analyzed moʻokūʻauhau as one of the defi ning 
concepts for ruling aliʻi in Hawaiʻi throughout the nineteenth  century.7 
More recently, to give several examples, kuʻualoha ho o̒manawanui uses the 
concept of mo o̒kū a̒uhau to analyze the vari ous iterations of the Pele and 
Hiʻiaka lit er a ture and thus sets up the idea of an intellectual genealogy in our 
lit er a ture. Also, perhaps more impor tant, ho o̒manawanui emphasizes the 
idea of Kanaka intellectual history throughout her book.8 Oliveira intro-
duces her book on Kanaka geographies with a chapter on mele koʻihonua, 
the poetic cosmogonic form of mo o̒kū a̒uhau  because they “illuminat[e] the 
genealogical connection that Kānaka share with the ā̒ina . . .  are crucial to 
understanding a Kanaka worldview, and [ because] through  these cosmo-
gonic genealogies we learn of the formation of the ā̒ina, the fi rst living or-
ganisms, and the birth of the akua (gods) and the  people.” 9 Pualani Kanaka o̒le 
Kanahele also begins her book on “the unwrapping of the epic tale of Pele” 
with mo o̒kū a̒uhau, which in that context she explains as “a literary intro-
duction to a  family lineage. Th e  family line may include  humans, ele ments of 
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nature, sharks, or other forms of life.”10 Furthermore, Marie Alohalani Brown 
astutely explains that “in terms of intellectual endeavors, mo o̒kū a̒uhau re-
fers to the worldview we have inherited as ʻŌiwi, which informs how we 
conceive, reason about, and understand thought and artistic production.”11

Although “moʻokūʻauhau” gets translated as “genealogy” in En glish, 
moʻokū a̒uhau consciousness should not be confused with con temporary 
theoretical strands called genealogical, as in the works of Nietz sche, Fou-
cault, and  others. While, as ʻUmi Perkins has pointed out, the two are not 
necessarily inherently contradictory, what I am describing  here is a specifi -
cally Hawaiian orientation to the world (that shares some aspects with 
other Oceanians).12

Th roughout this book, we see the ways that our intellectual kūpuna of the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries used mo o̒kū a̒uhau consciousness 
to perpetuate our language, mo o̒lelo, mele, and so on. Th ey positioned 
themselves within the moʻokū a̒uhau of our lāhui; that is, they greatly val-
ued the narrative and poetic traditions of their kūpuna and used their talents 
to rec ord them for their descendants. In the twenty- fi rst  century, we are who 
they foresaw: descendants whose primary language is now that of the colo-
nizer, but who need and are benefi ting from their eff orts to write in Hawai-
ian. Many of us are similarly building on their foundations—or as Larry 
Kauanoe Kimura put it, re- laying the large stones of the foundation—to 
have a Kanaka  house in which we and our descendants can live.13

Joseph Kānepuʻu exemplifi ed mo o̒kū a̒uhau consciousness when in 1862 
he wrote a letter to the editor protesting the shortening of chants in Kapi-
henui’s “Moolelo o Hiiakaikapoliopele”:

Ua ike au, ua hakina ka moolelo o Hiiakaikapoliopele, ua hakina kona 
mau mele e pili ana i na “huli,” a pehea la anei e loaa ai na koena i na 
hanauna hope o kakou, ke makemake lakou e nana, aole no e loaa, e 
hele ana kakou i ka nalowale, e hele ana o Kau ka makuahine o M. G. 
Kapihenui [mea kakau moolelo Hiiakaikapoliopele] i ka nalowale. E 
makemake ana ka hanauna Hawaii o na la a.d. 1870, a me a.d. 1880, a 
me a.d. 1890, a me a.d. 1990.14

I see that the moʻolelo of Hiʻiakaikapoliopele has been broken off , 
its mele about the “huli” or volcanic upheavals, have been cut off ; 
and how  will the generations  aft er us obtain the remainder when 
they want to see them; they  won’t be able to get them [ because] we 
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are disappearing, Kau, the  mother of the author, Kapihenui,  will be 
gone. Generations of Hawaiians in 1870, 1880, 1890, and 1990 are 
 going to want [ these moʻolelo and mele].

While Kānepuʻu obviously was worried about Kanaka Hawaiʻi and our 
ancestral knowledge disappearing, his response to that was to foresee 
 future generations and to work to ensure that that knowledge was pre-
served in print so that we might know who we are, who and where we come 
from, in order that our lāhui continues to thrive in our specifi cally Kanaka 
ways.

I hope this work on  these two authors  will encourage similar studies. 
Th e idea is that as we gather the biblio graphies of each author, study the 
works, and put them into po liti cal, cultural, and historical context, we can 
map our intellectual history. We  will then have a far more detailed picture 
of who our intellectual ancestors are, and not only what each of them wrote, 
but who infl uenced whom and in what ways.  Th ese are the writers who in-
fl uenced the vari ous mōʻī and aliʻi nui, who  were determining how their 
country and islands  were governed, how the economy developed in their 
times, and how everyday life was conducted. How  will our picture of Ha-
waiian history, them, and ourselves change when we know their names, 
their politics, and the extent of their written philosophies, lit er a ture, and so 
forth? I envision a  future bookshelf of studies of how  these ancestors’ phi-
losophies and theories developed, genealogical studies of who responded 
to whom with new ideas. In order to get  there, I suggest we compile the 
biblio graphies, read and contextualize them, with a view to whom each 
writer was responding, and whom they inspired.  Th ese  will also be acts of 
moʻokū a̒uhau consciousness as we lay down foundations for more study 
by our descendants.

Besides the themes just outlined, it is helpful to align this work with re-
cent theoretical developments in American Indian and indigenous studies, 
especially Robert Allen Warrior’s work on intellectual sovereignty, which 
has been built upon by a number of other scholars, and Alfred’s concept of 
indigenous resurgence, discussed earlier.15

Warrior argues that “a process- centered understanding of sovereignty 
provides a way of envisioning the work Native scholars do,” and he examines 
“the role of American Indian intellectuals in the strug gle for sovereignty.”16 
He “contend[s] that it is now critical for American Indian intellectuals com-
mitted to sovereignty to realize that we too must strug gle for sovereignty, 
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intellectual sovereignty, and allow the defi nition and articulation of what that 
means to emerge as we critically refl ect on that strug gle.”17

In other words, our intellectual work is necessarily bound to our sover-
eignty strug gles. Warrior notes, “[Vine] Deloria believed that the key to an 
American Indian  future was the return to Native ceremonies and traditions 
within a framework of asserting sovereignty.”18 Although Deloria worried 
about the strategies of the American Indian sovereignty movement and its 
 mistakes, he noted approvingly that “the militants gravitated with ease 
 toward traditional spiritual leaders very early on, asserting that a truly lib-
erative American Indian politics would have at its center an affi  rmation of 
culture, spirituality, and tradition.”19

Using  these ideas, I posit that both writers in this book can be seen as as-
serting and exercising native intellectual sovereignty. Th at is, they  were com-
mitted to writing mo o̒lelo, mo o̒kū a̒uhau, mele, and other works in ō̒lelo 
Hawaiʻi, and to perpetuating our ancestral knowledge, including spiritual, 
geo graph i cal, cultural, astronomical, and other knowledge. Th e work to 
honor our ancestors is part of the resurgence of our native ontology.

Our ancestral knowledge includes close relationships with  people in the 
pō (the realm from which we come and to which we return at death; there-
fore the realm where our deceased kūpuna continue to exist). Joseph 
Kānepuʻu, in a slightly fi ctionalized autobiography, writes that it was pre-
dicted at birth that his alter ego would learn the art of kilokilo, or reading 
signs (hō a̒ilona) in weather phenomena, not from a physical teacher but “e 
aoao mai no na aumakua o ka po ia, i loaa ai ia ike” (the a̒umākua of the pō 
would teach him so that he would receive that knowledge).20 Th is ability to 
receive knowledge from the spirit world is a per sis tent belief and practice 
among Kanaka Hawaiʻi to this day. In the novel Waimea Summer (1976), 
John Dominis Holt writes of life in rural Waimea: “ People  don’t believe in 
spirits  here. . . .  Th ey live with them.”21 Manulani Meyer found that dreams 
play an active role in con temporary Hawaiian epistemology. She writes, 
“Many mentors used their dream states to connect with past relatives, cre-
ate a composition, receive a name for a child, or simply as a vehicle for 
learning.”22 Similarly, as Kikiloi writes in the preface to his groundbreaking 
article in native archaeological methodology, “As Native Hawaiians, each of 
us has the ability to tap into a preconscious reservoir of past experiences 
and to access all that exists in a store house of knowledge called ancestral 
memories.”23 He credits the idea of ancestral memories to Pualani Kana-
hele, who writes that her book, Ka Honua Ola,
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is a portal to the expanse of ancestral memory. Ancestral memories 
off er us many lifetimes of experience, love, pain, belief, understanding 
and wisdom. Th ey come to our lāhui as a gift  and we can decide how 
this gift  is used. . . .  Th e primary source for all Hawaiian knowledge, 
including the mele in Ka Honua Ola, is the kūpuna, the ancestors and 
keepers of Native Hawaiian intellect from time immemorial. Oft en 
the channels are open, and information fl ows freely through dreams, 
thoughts, and participation in hula and other aspects of daily Hawai-
ian living. Written rec ords by vari ous compilers capture some of this 
collective intelligence.24

I see  here, along with mo o̒kū a̒uhau consciousness, an unabashed commit-
ment to Kanaka ontology and epistemology, which also can be called practic-
ing intellectual sovereignty.  Here intellectual sovereignty means that we are 
not ceding ground to empiricist or other haole ideas of what counts as knowl-
edge. It is impor tant that we describe our real ity, as did Joseph Kānepuʻu, de-
spite opening ourselves to pos si ble ridicule as superstitious primitives or 
primitivists by the hegemonic culture. Further, this is not so far from Deloria’s 
work in his fi nal book, Th e World We Used to Live In: Remembering the Powers 
of the Medicine Men, itself a proj ect of intellectual sovereignty.

Kānepuʻu and Poepoe shared a penchant for using Hawaiian systems of 
knowledge and organ ization, such as telling time and counting using the 
Hawaiian monthly moon night names and special numbers for fours, 
among other linguistic forms that  were receding in Kānepuʻu’s day and had 
nearly dis appeared during Poepoe’s. By Kānepuʻu’s time, American week-
day names had nearly replaced the indigenous names of the moon nights; 
counting in the American style was also on the ascendant. Fishers and 
farmers continued to use the old systems, but they  were in the minority. 
Poepoe and Kānepuʻu, among many, strove to keep this knowledge alive in 
their writings, which might be seen as acts of intellectual sovereignty.

Kaona

Kaona is one of the most common and most intriguing features of Hawaiian 
speech, prose, and poetry and thus requires discussion  here. Th is integral 
characteristic of the Hawaiian language recurs in many places in this book. 
In “Songs (Meles) of Old Kaʻu, Hawaii,” Mary Kawena Pukui defi nes kaona 
as the hidden meanings in songs. Th at is, kaona is a story, a critique, or an-
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other kind of message discernible to the recipient of the message,  those who 
know the  people involved, or whomever the composer might inform.25 Th e 
message is made up of a series of meta phors, allusions, connotations, and 
evocations associated with words and place names. As Brandy Nālani Mc-
Dougall notes, Pukui warns against imputing or reading kaona into songs 
when one is not knowledgeable about the composer or what ever situation 
the song is about. McDougall correctly goes on to assert that this should not 
discourage us from our impor tant work of interpretation.26 McDougall, 
with her coauthor, Georganne Nordstrom, notes that in prose as well as 
mele many layers of kaona are expected: “ there is the literal meaning; refer-
ences to the ancient through myths, events, gods, and chiefs; the intertex-
tual use of chants and proverbs; and fi  nally, [that other] pos si ble layer” of a 
hidden story that Pukui described. McDougall and Nordstrom elaborate:

Th e composer is expected by Hawaiian audiences to employ kaona, 
and they know to look for kaona as they hear or read a composition. 
Kaona demands both an in- depth knowledge of the subject in terms 
of the audience as well as poetic acumen so as to appeal to the audi-
ence’s sense of aesthetic. Th e kaona the composer employs is thus a 
direct refl ection of his or her knowledge of the targeted audience(s) 
and a refl ection of his or her level of rhetorical skill. Th e complexity 
involved in creating and deciphering kaona has resulted in it being 
traditionally regarded as a “skill to be honored at the highest level and 
an indication of one’s intelligence” . . .  that is at once both aesthetic 
and rhetorical.27

Further, Kekeha Solis notes how valued fi gurative speech in Hawaiian was 
among early twentieth- century speakers and writers, some of whom be-
moaned a diminishing ability to produce kaona. Solis quotes a pseudony-
mous writer from 1928:

O ka olelo Hawaii me ke kaona o kona manao, ka pookela o na olelo i 
waena o na lahui o ka honua nei, ma na hua mele a na kupuna e ike ia 
ai ka u’i, ka maikai o ke kaona o ka manao, aole hoi e like me ko keia 
au e nee nei, he hoopuka maoli mai no i ka manao me ka hoonalonalo 
ole iho i ke kaona.28

Th e Hawaiian language with the kaona of its meanings is the fi nest of all 
languages among the  peoples on earth; the beauty and the excellence 
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of the kaona is seen in the song lyr ics of its ancestors; not like it is 
 today, where the meaning is just said with no hiding of the kaona.

One can see that this writer did not refer to kaona only as specifi c hidden 
stories within mele; rather she or he uses the word “kaona” to refer to fi gu-
rative speech more broadly. Th us as readers and listeners, it is our kuleana 
as well as our delight to consider all pos si ble implications of each word and 
phrase, to unspool the threads of connotations and allusions, and to let our 
minds run with composers’ meta phors and other wordplay. In this book I 
attend to  these webs of associations, allusions, and connotations, and to the 
Hawaiian propensity for meta phor and fi gurative speech, including the ten-
dency to eschew direct, easily understood prose. I use the word “kaona” in 
this extended way: beyond just a specifi c, hidden story within a mele, to 
describe the rich and layered nature of Hawaiian writing. I note as well  here 
that writing and print allowed for more kaona even than speech and spoken 
poetry, as words that may have been easily distinguishable to the ear became 
homographs in print. Th e words “pua,” “pu a̒,” and “pū ā̒” serve as examples; 
before the use of the macron to distinguish them from each other, they  were 
homographs, that is, they looked identical on the page. “Pua” can refer to a 
blossom, a child, the young of a fi sh, or the act of issuing or emerging, among 
other meanings; “pu a̒” can be a whistle or to excrete; and “pū ā̒,” a herd or 
fl ock, a sheaf or bundle, to pass food from mouth to mouth, and more.29 Th e 
possibilities for punning and allusion using this one collection of letters in 
its unmarked form are endless.

A preponderance of kaona is drawn from the ā̒ina (including the ocean) 
and its ele ments, refl ecting the depth of aloha ̒ āina in the culture. Place names 
are a favorite in mele as well as in ō̒lelo no e̒au. Pukui, Elbert, and Mookini 
write in the preface to Place Names of Hawaiʻi “an impor tant ele ment— one 
virtually unknown in Euro- American culture— that added zest to the use of 
place names and encouraged their proliferation is the plea sure they provided 
the poet and the jokester.”30 Th ey note the pervasive expression of aloha ̒ āina 
in the language, especially in proverbial or poetic sayings:

Like most Polynesians, Hawaiians are fond of proverbial sayings that 
are memorized verbatim and are used less for didactic purposes than as 
displays of wit and as praise of the land. Th ey diff er from Euro- American 
proverbial sayings in that they rely heavi ly on place names. . . .  Many 
sayings that use place names describe emotional states or impor tant 
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events, but the largest proportion show aloha ā̒i-na [sic] “love for the 
land and the  people of the land.”31

According to George Kanahele, 40   percent of the ō̒lelo no e̒au in Pukui’s 
book mention place names.32 Oliveira suggests that in addition, many, many 
more concern the ā̒ina; each of her chapters is illustrated with a plethora of 
ō̒lelo no e̒au about ā̒ina and  human relationships to it.33

Why Joseph Kānepuʻu and Joseph Poepoe?

Joseph H. Kānepuʻu fi rst came to my attention during a seminar on Ha-
waiian religion taught by John Charlot. Charlot presented the class with 
Kānepuʻu’s 1862 protest letter (described earlier). I next saw Kānepuʻu’s 
name within other letters published in the fi rst Kanaka- oriented newspa-
per, Ka Hoku o ka Pakipika, which led me to understand that he was one 
of the group of Kānaka who established that paper. A further impetus 
to my choice was his very long letter detailing the history of Kanaka- 
oriented newspapers that appeared on the front page of Ko Hawaii Pae 
Aina in 1878. As I read more of his letters and other publications, I came 
to see that he loved the Hawaiian papers and understood their impor-
tance for his lāhui. His exhortations to readers to have their copies bound 
so that they might return to them in  later years may have had a signifi cant 
impact on our ability to read the papers now. He likely was not alone in 
this practice; rather, he was a reporter who refl ected sentiments of the 
intelligent sia in the islands.

Furthermore, Charlot used Kānepuʻu’s fi ctionalized autobiography lib-
erally in his analy sis of traditional Kanaka educational practices.34 Solis also 
chose Kānepuʻu for his gradu ate course on Mea Kākau (authors), the other 
being the very well- known Samuel M. Kamakau.35

Kānepuʻu is an intriguing writer, born on Molokai before the arrival of 
missionaries  there, so it is likely that his frames of reference included much 
Hawaiian orature. His formal schooling consisted only of the primary mis-
sionary school in Kalua a̒ha, Molokai. Th ereaft er he seems to have been 
self- taught. He never wavered from his love of Hawaiian language and lit er-
a ture, although he was interested in learning En glish, and he wanted to 
off er that opportunity to his  daughter as well. As impor tant, Kānepuʻu is of 
the fi rst generation of Kanaka writers to off er written forms of moʻolelo 
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kuʻuna (traditional, hereditary histories/stories/literature) for publication 
in the nūpepa.

More than twenty years ago, Rubellite Kawena Johnson, in a class on 
Hawaiian lit er a ture, assigned me the task of writing a short biography of 
Joseph Mokuʻōhai Poepoe, and she suggested to me that a larger biography 
of him was warranted. All  these years  later,  here is the result of that sugges-
tion. Why had she suggested this? He was the author of long versions of the 
moʻolelo of Hiʻiakaikapoliopele and Kawelo and was closely associated 
with Hoʻoulumāhiehie, which is likely a pseudonym that  either he used on 
his own or he used with other writers.

Poepoe is of a  later generation and had much more formal education 
than Kānepuʻu, born into a world in which American- style education was 
the norm. He learned several languages and began his illustrious  career as 
a translator of tales from En glish into Hawaiian. He is much more well known 
among Hawaiian- language and Hawaiian studies scholars than Kānepuʻu. 
Some of his work,  under the pseudonym Hoʻoulumāhiehie, is the subject 
of recent and forthcoming translations.36 Poepoe, very much like Kānepuʻu, 
also never wavered from his love of Hawaiian language and lit er a ture, and 
he advocated for the perpetuation of both in times much harder for our 
language and culture. He did this primarily through writing and editing 
Hawaiian- language newspapers.

Background on Nūpepa 
(Hawaiian- Language Newspapers)

Calvinist missionaries, as an integral part of their proj ect to Christian-
ize Kanaka, developed an orthography for Hawaiian and began the work to 
establish literacy in the islands.37 Soon aft erward, according to Kamakau,

learning to read became popu lar. Th e chiefs saw the value of education 
and of observance of the Sabbath. . . .  Teachers  were sent all about 
the country districts.  Every chief ’s  house hold had a teacher, some of 
them  women.  Th ere  were as many as forty such schools in Honolulu 
and an equal number at Waikiki, and education spread widely in  those 
years. . . .  Th e wish of the king [the young Kamehameha III], his 
 sister, and his guardians acted upon the  people like a lightning fl ash 
stimulating all hearts. . . .  Th e spread of knowledge was very rapid in 
Hawaii.38
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In 1834 at the fi rst missionary secondary acad emy, Lorrin Andrews insti-
tuted the fi rst newspaper in Hawaiʻi, Ka Lama Hawaii, as curriculum for 
the students. As he wrote in a letter, he did so,

First, to give the scholars of the High School the idea of a newspaper—
to show them how information of vari ous kinds was circulated through 
the medium of a periodical. Secondly, to communicate to them ideas 
on many objects. . . .  Th irdly, it was designed as a channel through 
which the scholars might communicate their own opinions freely on 
any subject they chose.39

Ka Lama Hawaii lasted less than a year, but it can be considered a 
success,  because it set the foundation for more than a  century of Hawaiian- 
language newspapers.  Later the same year the mission headquarters in 
Honolulu started its own newspaper, Ke Kumu Hawaii, which lasted fi ve 
years. In contrast to Ka Lama it had a much expanded readership. It seems 
to have reached all of the most populated islands, judging from the letters 
sent to it. Th e content of Ke Kumu was mainly evangelizing by missionaries, 
with some letters from students and community members.

In 1841, the slightly less evangelical and more newspaperlike Ka Non-
anona appeared. Th is paper, however, was still edited by a missionary, Rich-
ard Armstrong, called Limaikaika (Strongarm) in Hawaiian. Ka Nonanona 
published news and opinions of the aliʻi in Honolulu as well as letters by 
residents from vari ous islands.

Ka Elele Hawaii followed Ka Nonanona and was even less evangelical; it 
published not only news from the capital, but also the treaties that Hawaiʻi 
negotiated with other countries, and laws that went into eff ect. It continued 
the practice of publishing letters from  people around the archipelago.40

In 1861, the fi rst Kanaka- centered newspaper emerged, Ka Hoku o ka Pak-
ipika, and from that time  until World War II, Kānaka wrote in, edited, and 
published a fairly wide variety of newspapers, including church, government- 
sponsored, and in de pen dent papers.  Th ere they published, along with inter-
national and local news, their po liti cal opinions, lit er a ture, works of geogra-
phy, many kinds of mele, and so on.
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Structure of the Book

In this book, I demonstrate our intellectual ancestors’ dedication to aloha 
ā̒ina, use of kaona, and Hawaiian epistemological frames as practices of 

intellectual sovereignty and moʻokū a̒uhau consciousness. I examine in de-
tail works of lit er a ture drawn from the oral tradition and other writings by 
both authors. Th e book is in two parts.

Part I begins with a literary biography of Joseph Ho o̒na a̒uao Kānepuʻu, 
concentrating most of all on his published works and his fulfi llment of his 
perceived kuleana as a public intellectual and schoolteacher. It includes his 
role in establishing and supporting vari ous newspapers, as well as the criti-
cism he received from other Kanaka writers, notably Samuel M. Kamakau.

Chapter 2 is a reading of Kānepuʻu’s works of lit er a ture. Th is chapter con-
centrates on his most impor tant full- length works of moʻolelo kuʻuna. One 
is the longest version of a moʻolelo that has been found and another is the 
only version. Th is chapter discusses his mastery and use of many specifi cally 
Kanaka literary devices.

Chapter 3 is a review and analy sis of Kānepuʻu’s works of geography. His 
longest work is called “Ka Honua Nei: a me na Mea a Pau maluna iho,” a 
Kanaka rewriting of a world geography text used in the public schools. Per-
haps his most valuable is a geography of his home island of Molokai, a 
fi ve- part series of which only three parts have survived.

Part II similarly begins with a literary biography of Joseph Moku ō̒hai Poe-
poe. Poepoe was highly educated and multilingual, an attorney qualifi ed to 
litigate in all courts in the country, and a translator to and from En glish. Th e 
chapter includes a discussion of his role in politics, both as a newspaper edi-
tor and as a candidate for offi  ce.

Chapter 5 is a reading of Poepoe’s mo o̒lelo of Hiʻiakaikapoliopele, focus-
ing on the vari ous mele that commemorate the ā̒ina. It would take an entire 
book to analyze the  whole epic mo o̒lelo, and  these mele demonstrate his 
dedication to aloha ā̒ina, as well as his role in teaching readers of his day and 
 today how to read and interpret the mele.

Chapter 6 is an analy sis of Poepoe’s “Ka Moolelo Hawaii Kahiko” (An-
cient Hawaiian history). Th is post- annexation work is prob ably the longest 
of the genre of “mo o̒lelo Hawaiʻi kahiko,” which comprises cosmogonic ge-
nealogies, and the impor tant mo o̒lelo contained in them or attached to or 
inspired by them. Th is work is characteristic of and demonstrates Poepoe’s 
unfailing commitment to our native language and the expression of our 
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ancestors’ philosophies. He wrote it out of and in mo o̒kū a̒uhau conscious-
ness, fully aware of the accelerating shift  to En glish that was happening before 
his eyes and ears.

In chapter 7 are concluding thoughts reviewing the purposes of the book, 
how the two authors exemplify the need for a Kanaka intellectual history, 
and the current shift  to valuing Kanaka thought and language in new 
ways. How do we embody mo o̒kū a̒uhau consciousness and aloha ̒ āina our-
selves? What do we leave for our descendants in the current era of indige-
nous resurgence and intellectual sovereignty?
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